Shutters

Shutters
An Irish-owned company serving Irish Customers for over 60 years.
Our dedicated sales team and craftsmen will create a bespoke
tailored solution to suit your individual requirements.
Acme Shutters are an inspired range of Plantation Shutters
in a variety of contemporary styles, shapes and finishes.
Every shutter is made to measure to reflect
the individual architecture of your window,
from louvre size right down to the hinge colour.
Our shutters come in a variety of stunning colours
and stained options. Whether its vintage,
contemporary or individualistic we have
the selection for you.
I N S U L AT I O N

P R I VA C Y

Acme shutters offer the perfect
way to regulate temperature.
The insulation properties
of a framed shutter create
a barrier to the cool outside
air while our light colour
options reflect heat from the
sun’s rays in warmer months.

Your choice of shutter style
allows you to enhance your
privacy without sacrificing
natural light flow: choose a cafe
style shutter to enable privacy
to the bottom half of a window
whilst facilitating full light flow
through the upper section.

EASY CARE

LIGHT CONTROL

Our Valentia and Baltimore
shutters are perfect for areas
of high moisture such as
kitchens, bathrooms and wet
rooms as each shutter is 100%
waterproof and allows for
shutters to be easily cleaned.

Shutters offer optimum light
control, allowing the perfect
amount of light into your room.
Keep light to a minimum by
closing all the louvres or enable
light to flow freely through
open louvres.

SHUTTER STYLES

FULL HEIGHT

Shutters can be designed in a number
of different formats; to cover all or part
of your window and can open in a variety
of ways depending on your needs.

A popular contemporary choice of shutter
that covers the full window height. The louvres
can be split by a mid-rail or have split controls
for more light control and privacy.

Shutters combine amazing features
which will transform your home and create
an oasis for you and your family.

TIER ON TIER
The top and bottom panels of this shutter
style operate independently offering full
flexibility of light and privacy.

CAFÉ STYLE
A stunning look that brings a contemporary
look to your home. Panels cover only the bottom
section of your window, which allows the light
to pour in whilst maintaining privacy.

SHAPED SHUTTERS
Make the most of original architecture or
unique windows with shutters that fit almost
any shape. We have solutions for portholes,
arched, angles and many more unusual shapes
to create stunning features.

CUSTOM COLOUR
If you can’t find the colour you’re looking
for within our standard range, simply pick
a colour from the Dulux Trade, Farrow &
Ball ranges or a RAL number and we will
colour match your shutters.

TRACKED SHUT TERS
A perfect solution for large glass expanses or doors.
These shutters slide on a track to give easy access.
Ideal for bi-fold, French or patio doors and larger
windows.

S O L I D PA N E L S
With solid panels instead of louvres,
these shutters offer full coverage
for your windows. Ideal for blocking
out light, reducing sound and
increasing the insulation properties
of your window.

SHUTTER OPTIONS

BLADE SIZE

LOUVRE PROFILE

T I LT O P T I O N

Our louvres are available in 5 different
slat sizes (47mm, 63mm, 76mm,
89mm, & 114mm). Louvres need to be
chosen in proportion to the window
size. As a rule of thumb, the wider the
slat the more light comes in. Larger
slats work better for bigger windows
and give a more contemporary look.

The classic Elliptical louvre is available
on all our ranges. On our Baltimore*
and Dunmore Range we also offer
the new Urban blade, an attractive
contemporary shape which closes
flatter and gives better light exclusion.

Opening and closing your louvre
blades can be done with or without rods. Tilt rods run down the
centre or side of the shutter panel
and are used to move the louvres.
Alternatively, you can opt for our
Easy Tilt/ Clearview option where
you simply open and close the
slats with your finger tip.
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FRAME OPTIONS

Choose from the refined selection of frames to enhance
the finer details of your hand-crafted shutter.
There are a number of options in each of these styles
to suit your window and shutter selection.

DECO FRAME

L FRAME

F rame fitted to wall. Used for tilt and turn and inward opening windows.

Frame fitted onto window or into recess.

Z F R A M E T he perfect frame for shutters requiring fixture to the outer edge of the window
recess, enabling your shutter panels to open fully and sit against your exterior wall.

AISLING RANGE
A R D M O R E & B A LT I M O R E

DUNMORE

A fantastic shutter made from Fauxwood/Hardskinned
PVC making it durable and ideal for damp conditions.
Ardmore available in a selection of popular whites
and creams to cool grey tones suited to any interior.

An innovate Engineered Wood with a bespoke Vinyl Wrap
makes this range unique with the advantages of engineered
strength with the feel and grain of real wood. The
contemporary Urban blade offers enhanced light control,
superior closure and privacy. With excellent insulation
properties, these shutters can assist in keeping cold air out
during the winter months. Suitable for moist conditions such
as bathrooms and wet rooms. Available in 5 painted colours
and 4 stunning textured wood grain finishes.

Vivid White*

Bright White

Silk White*

Astrid

Capella

Halo

White

Ecru

Phantom

Cararra

Quartz

Muse

Moonlit

Lunar

Armoury

Icon

Navarra Oak

Artisan Oak

*Baltimore is available in Vivid White and Silk White only.
Limitation in the printing process may mean the above colour
images may slightly vary. Colour selection will be with physical
samples at survey stage.

ISLAND RANGE
BLASKET
Our most popular and affordable range,
this reliable and tough shutter is made from
polymer coated MDF. Making it extremely
hardwearing and durable. There are 9
painted finishes including whites and greys.

Pure White

Silk White

Pearl

Crisp Linen

Sea Mist

Stone Grey

Brown Grey

Taupe Grey

String

SHERKIN

FA S T N E T

VA L E N T I A

Combining the affordability and durability
of MDF frames and ABS louvres (a moisture
and heat resistant plastic), making this range
the perfect choice for wide windows where
a larger panel size is required. It also enables
you to choose this shutter for simple shapes
such as arches and triangles. There are 23
painted finishes including whites and greys.

A real wood shutter at an affordable
price. This Range combines hardwood
panels and louvres with sturdy
MDF frames, which means you’ll get
a premium hardwood finish at a more
affordable price.

This hardwearing range is constructed
of ABS which is heat and moisture
resistant, making this the choice
for steamy bathrooms and wet-rooms.
Stylish and practical, the ABS
construction also makes the shutter
ideal for larger panels where required.

Pure White

Silk White

Extra White

Vellum

Pearl

Ivory Lace

Creamy

Cameo

Crisp Linen

Bisque

Alabaster

Butter

String

Sea Mist

Hall Grey

Elephants Air

Ice

Chai

Stone Grey

Brown Grey

Clay

Decorators White

Taupe Grey

SKELLIG
This luxury range is constructed from premium hardwood and boasts several exclusive options.
Choose this range if you would like solid panelled shutters, or if you have a tricky shaped window to work
with such as portholes, angles or even hexagons. This range has the added benefit of our full custom colour
service, allowing you to match specific paint colours to fit your décor seamlessly. There are 23 smooth painted
finishes with 22 beautiful wood stains allowing the natural beauty of the hardwood to shine through.

Rustic Grey

Weathered Teak

Limed White

Taupe

Golden Oak

Oak Mantel

Medium Oak

Medium Cherry

Dark Teak

Cordovan

Mahogany

New Ebony

Black Walnut

Red Oak

Rich Walnut

Old Teak

Red Mahogany

Auburn

Wenge

Dark Mahogany

French Oak

Toffee

Custom Colour

Limitation in the printing process may mean the above colour
images may slightly vary. Colour selection will be with physical
samples at survey stage.

www.acmeblinds.com
For full details of your nearest Retailer visit our website
www. acmeblinds.com or email: shutters@acmeblinds.com

